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Zevrix Solutions Releases WordOutput 1.0 to Automate Microsoft Word
Published on 10/08/07
Zevrix Solutions announces the release of WordOutput 1.0, its new powerful solution to
automate output of multiple Microsoft Word documents to printer and PDF on Mac OS X.
WordOutput saves users significant time and production costs by eliminating the need to
open and print each document manually. With virtual printers users can automate the
creation of PDF files, as well as e-mail, fax and output to other formats. Similar
software to automate Excel and PowerPoint will be released as well.
Toronto (ON), Canada - October 5, 2007 - Zevrix Solutions announces the release of
WordOutput 1.0, its new software for automating output of multiple Microsoft Word
documents to printer, PDF and other formats on Mac OS X.
WordOutput simplifies the output from Microsoft Word and saves users valuable production
time and costs by eliminating the hassle to open and print each document manually. Users
only need to select the files they wish to output and adjust the settings, and WordOutput
will do the rest automatically. And because WordOutput can run in the background, it
allows users to keep working with other programs during processing thus using their time
even more efficiently.
The main WordOutput features and benefits include:
- Automate output from Word without the need to open each document manually.
- Automate output to PDF with virtual printers such as Adobe PDF, CUPS-PDF and others.
- E-mail, fax, and output multiple Word documents to other formats using appropriate
virtual printers.
- Use the same familiar settings from Word's Print dialog.
- Easily add files from the system dialog or by drag-and-drop from Finder.
WordOutput also provides detailed status report during the processing and features an
interactive file list with the options to open files in Word and reveal them in Finder.
Zevrix Solutions will also release similar software to automate output from other
Microsoft Office programs - Excel and PowerPoint. ExcelOutput and PowerPointOutput are
planned to be released in mid-October and November 2007 respectively.
Pricing and Availability:
WordOutput 1.0 can be purchased from the Zevrix Solutions web site for an introductory
price of US$24.95, as well as from authorized resellers. Demo is also available for
download.
WordOutput 1.0 is available for Mac OS X 10.4.2 and higher, Universal Binary, and works
with Microsoft Word 2004.
Website:
http://zevrix.com
Product URL:
http://zevrix.com/WordOutput.html
Direct Download Link:
http://zevrix.com/WordOutput.dmg
Purchase Link:
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http://zevrix.com/buy.html
Screenshot:
http://zevrix.com/WordOutput.dmg

Located in Toronto, Canada, Zevrix Solutions provides productivity solutions for Adobe
Creative Suite software, Microsoft Office, graphic file diagnostics and FileMaker Pro on
Mac OS. Zevrix Solutions is dedicated to helping professionals achieve more while doing
less through automating their everyday tasks, producing error-free documents, saving disk
space and cutting production costs.
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